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Letter 683
DREAM
Revealing The House of Sexual Sin and Perversion
2018-05-27
Dear Jesus,
Sunday, 27 May 2018, 12:30AM.
This last Thursday, 24 May, I had two dreams during my usual sleep cycle. This Letter
reports the Eirst of the two dreams, which occurred after I had slept for about only 1 hour.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was in a forest of trees. The trees were underdeveloped, not much more than 12” in
circumference, and they were sparse in their number. There was no undergrowth making it
easy to see and move through the trees.
Standing in the midst of this forest were at least 5 Gasoline Pumps evenly distributed
throughout the general vicinity of my location.
As I was standing in the Forest, I saw a number of male humanoids moving quickly through
the trees, seeking whomever they could devour. I only saw what appeared to be men. They
were anywhere from 10 to 15 in number.
I went for the Gasoline Pumps because I wanted to “Eire up” the evil spirits. My objective
was to drench the “men” with gas, and light them on Eire, so that they would burn up.
I remember in the dream I was accompanied by an Associate who was there to help me
with the mission.
END OF DREAM.
After waking up I was informed by the Lord that the “men” in the dream were evil spirits
who had left their House in search of prey. They were Spirits of Sexual Sin and Depravity.
What was interesting is in the days leading up to this dream, I had become aware of a news
report, posted at CBN News, about a movie intended for a children’s audience. The movie is
called “Show Dogs”. Here are two quotes from the news article:
"The day of the ,inals comes and if Max doesn't let his private parts be touched, he may lose
the competition and any hope of ,inding the kidnapped panda. It all rests on his ability to let
someone touch his private parts. The judge's hands slowly reach behind Max and he goes to his
"Zen place". He's ,lying through the sky, dancing with his partner, there are ,ireworks and
,lowers – everything is great – all while someone is touching his private parts."
"The movie 'Show Dogs' sends a troubling message that grooms children for sexual abuse,"
said Dawn Hawkins, Executive Director of the National Center on Sexual Exploitation.
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"Children's movies must be held to a higher standard, and must teach children bodily
autonomy, the ability to say 'no' and safety, not confusing messages endorsing unwanted
genital touching."
http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2018/may/parents-and-experts-say-kids-moviegrooms-children-for-sex-abuse
While I was laying in bed getting ready to sleep, I started to think about the content. And
before I drifted off to sleep the Lord showed me that the movie makers had been inEluenced
by The House of Sexual Sin and Perversion.
As I write this Letter I am informed that the “Associate” who was with me in the dream is
angel Gabe.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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